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There has been a huge increase in the amount of people interested in researching the paranormal

â€“ specifically â€œghostsâ€• or â€œspiritsâ€•. Paranormal research is nothing new, but with

todayâ€™s technology it makes it more accessible than ever before. Unfortunately most technology

doesnâ€™t come with separate instructions on how to use it to find or disprove evidence of the

paranormal! Modern Technology and Paranormal Research is a guide written to help those

interested learn about all of the equipment we use, how we use it, what its purpose is, and what to

look out for when purchasing it for this reason. As the tech manager of a paranormal research team

based out of Western New York for several years, Iâ€™ve worked with countless pieces of

equipment and have learned what works and what doesnâ€™t. I will go into detail about EMF

meters, digital voice recorders, camcorders, full spectrum equipment, â€œspirit boxesâ€•, new

inventions, and many more. This book will also detail many stories of real investigation Iâ€™ve been

on to use as examples of how well the equipment has or hasnâ€™t worked in certain situations. I

also look at how personal experiences on these investigations compare to physical evidence.

Locations talked about include Waverly Hills Sanatorium, the Buffalo Central Library, the Buffalo &

Erie County Historical Society, The Knickerbocker Hotel, and more.
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I found this book to have some good information in it. I wish it had more detailed information about

how the equipment was set up and connected together I was hoping to learn more on real time evils

but the investigations were pretty good to I learned a little bit more about what can happen.



I have been investigating the paranormal for several years and have read dozens of books on

equipment, procedures, and general "how to"- this is one of my top recommendations, especially for

newer people to the field.First off, and most importantly, it is very well written. Many books that you'll

find that have also been written by investigators (rather than professional authors) will have several

errors both grammatically and otherwise. As somebody who finds it hard to read through these

books without making a mental note of each error, I find it relieving to read a book that was so well

written by somebody who I assume has another profession other than writing books.Not only was

this book written in a very professional manner, it was very well written from a technical standpoint

as well. Rob makes understanding each piece of equipment very easy without getting too "techie"

with his descriptions. He clearly explains the device, gives his feedback on its usefulness, and even

backs his information up with personal experiences. I believe this is the best way to learn about

these tools and help a new investigator decide where their money may be best spent.I highly

recommend this book to any investigator- new or veteran. I will personally be encouraging those in

my group to give it a gander. It's well worth the read!
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